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Are super-nerds really ruining US
sports?
Jayson Werth is the latest athlete to complain that
data and analytics are taking the joy out of sports. Can
numbers live alongside individual brilliance?
Aaron Timms Thu 16 Aug 2018 05.00 EDT

Jayson Werth (right) and Bryce Harper indulge in jock-appropriate behaviour after Max Scherzerʼs no hitter in

2015. Photograph: Brad Mills/USA Today Sports

Are nerds ruining American sport? Recently retired baseball player Jayson
Werth certainly think so. “Theyʼve got all these super nerds, as I call them,
in the front office that know nothing about baseball but they like to project
numbers and project players,” Werth, a decent player who earned more
than $136m over a 15-year career with the Nationals and the Phillies, told a
Philadelphia sports podcast last week. “I think it s̓ killing the game. It s̓ to
the point where [we could] just put computers out there. Just put laptops
and what have you, just put them out there and let them play. We donʼt even
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need to go out there anymore. It s̓ a joke.”

This is by now a familiar rite of passage for a certain category of “old
school” baseball player: spend years playing the sport, make millions, retire,
then, happily ensconced in wealthy middle age, dump on the “nerds” and
“propeller heads” who are ruining baseball. Until Werth s̓ tirade, probably
the best example of the genre came from former Yankees relief pitcher
Richard “Goose” Gossage, who said in 2016: “The game is becoming a
freaking joke because of the nerds who are running it. Iʼll tell you what has
happened, these guys played rotisserie baseball at Harvard or wherever the
fuck they went, and they thought they figured the fucking game out. They
donʼt know shit.”

These tirades almost always tip over into caricature: if only baseball could
be freed from the tyrannical bonds of data, the jocks say, players would
suddenly re-emerge in all their antenumerical glory, rippling and Byronic
and pure. A few predictable themes recur: nerds havenʼt played the game to
any respectable level; they therefore donʼt “understand” baseball at an
elemental, emotional level; nerds rely on data; there s̓ too much data in the
game, too much fussing over sabermetrics and analytics and Bayesian
inferences and other dweeby irrelevances; as a result, baseball is being
stripped of its spontaneity and fun, players are losing their freedom of self-
expression, and the sport is dying; ergo, the nerds must be stopped. 

This issue is not confined solely to baseball, of course – with the use of
analytics in coaching and player recruitment growing, other major sports
are experiencing their own backlash against the statisticians. It s̓ now at the
point where we can speak of an authentic cultural battle to decide the
future of professional sports: a battle between art and science, gesture and
data, virtuosity and system, between the extravagance and unpredictability
of individual talent and the icy certainties of mathematics.

http://www.espn.com/mlb/story/_/id/14943065/goose-gossage-rips-jose-bautista-toronto-blue-jays-nerds-ruining-baseball
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Or so the nerd haters would have us believe. The most overlooked
dimension of the war in professional sports between the meatheads and the
nerds is that it s̓ only the former who appear to believe the war exists; you
can read plenty of exuberant tirades against analytics or nostalgic paeans
to the grandeur of sport before science, but never do you come across
windy, overegged tributes to walks and hits per inning pitched or the
groundout-to-flyout ratio. The nerds rarely have much to say in public in
defense of their place within the sport, most probably because they realize
the contest was already settled in their favor years ago. With a string of
nerd-supported teams in place across all the major leagues (the Houston
Rockets, the Boston Red Sox), nerds can legitimately say they hold the
strongest currency of all in professional sports: the currency of success.
Whether the meatheads like it or not (we know they donʼt), the nerds are
here to stay.

But does this accelerating nerdificiation mean American sport is no longer
any fun to watch? It s̓ here, on the vital if subjective question of aesthetics,
that opinions differ most violently. Run your eye over the news headlines of
the past few days in MLB and what s̓ most striking is the prominence given
to individual feats of virtuosity and athleticism: Ramon Laureado s̓ “throw of
the century”, Adam Engel s̓ acrobatic robbery of a three-run homer against
the Indians (in a losing cause, no less), David Bote s̓ potentially career-
defining grand slam against the Nationals on Sunday night. Search for clicky
headlines or wannabe-viral posts about the Nationalsʼ stolen base
percentage rate and youʼll come up disappointed. This holds true in all the
other sports subject to a creeping anxiety about the march of data: hence
all the excitement on social media about Wayne Rooney s̓ masterly last
minute intervention for DC United over the weekend (a triumph of skill over
data if ever there was one), or the enduring highlights-reel appeal of that
LeBron James block against the Warriors in 2016.

https://www.sbnation.com/2017/4/13/15257614/houston-rockets-stats-winning-james-harden-daryl-morey
https://www.masslive.com/redsox/index.ssf/2018/02/boston_red_sox_are_translating.html
https://www.nbcsports.com/bayarea/video/outfielder-ramon-laureano-makes-throw-year
https://www.si.com/mlb/2018/08/12/adam-engel-white-sox-cleveland-indians-home-run
https://www.nbcsports.com/washington/nationals/david-bote-hits-grand-slam-9th-lift-cubs-over-nationals-4-3
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2018/aug/13/wayne-rooney-saves-dc-united-sets-up-96th-minute-winner-within-seconds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zd62MxKXp8
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Fun, spontaneity, individuality, personality: professional sport in the US still
has them all, and it s̓ ridiculous to pretend otherwise. Plainly, the country s̓
professional athletes have not all devolved into mindless automatons. Far
from ruining sport and killing creativity, data – by giving coaches the means
to better understand where and how to allocate their resources – may
instead offer a superior platform for playersʼ creativity to flower. All the while
it is still, very obviously, these individual sparks of genius that draw fans to
the game. Teams can use all the data in the world but sport still comes
down to the quality of individual decision-making on the field of play. Data
can help train brains but it canʼt replace them – or the arms, legs and heads
to which theyʼre attached. Data, ultimately, is just one set of inputs among
many in the coaching process. And though the factors that go into coaching
may now be more diverse, our appreciation of the sport s̓ outputs – our love
of improbable fastballs, and back-breaking catches, and game-ending
grand slams – is hardly any different today to what it was 30 years ago.

Indeed if the experience of VAR at the recent World Cup is any guide, data
and technology may actually enhance the viewing experience for
consumers of sport. Data unearths new ways of understanding the sport,

https://www.theguardian.com/football/2018/jun/26/var-world-cup-2018-verdict-so-far-sachin-nakrani
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which in turn offers new controversies, new things to argue about – and
what, really, is the point of watching sport if not to hold aggressive opinions
on issues we canʼt control? 

For players, data unlocks new ways of being on the field of play, new ways
of behaving. Decades ago Charles Reep used data to discover the benefits
of the short passing game in soccer and the value of the high defensive
press – discoveries at the core of the two leading managerial schools of
thought today (the quick pass possession game of Pep Guardiola and the
frenetic press of Jurgen Klopp). The Golden State Warriors are famously run
more like a tech company than a conventional basketball franchise, such is
their commitment to technology; without data it s̓ unlikely they would have
seen the efficiencies of a three-point heavy game and ushered in the
tactical revolution that defines modern basketball. Whether Golden State
are pleasing to watch is a matter of taste. Perhaps you have a problem with
Steph Curry and Kevin Durant landing so many three pointers; perhaps you
find the Warriorsʼ ceaseless quest for long-range scoring opportunities
monotonous, or their abrasive defense and constant ball circulation tiring on
the eyes. I for one welcome them, and our new nerd overlords as well. 

And what, really, has been lost in the process? The Warriorsʼ data-driven
model has upended old coaching shibboleths in basketball and put a whole
style of play out of business: gone now are the cult of the layup and the idea
that the ball should be recycled through two or three players only. Instead
basketball has been remade as a sport of relentless passing, careful
substitutions in defense, and spectacular looping bombs from mid-court.
This is no bad thing.

Of course, much of the data the sports nerds hawk is often a distraction, or
nonsense, or both. The two most irritating words in soccer today are
“expected goals”. A good portion of sporting data – not to mention the

https://www.theguardian.com/sport/golden-state-warriors
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methodologies underpinning its collection – remains experimental and
contested. There s̓ still more scientism in sport than science. But the
experiment is worth the risk – especially if you accept that all physical
processes, even highly unpredictable ones on a sporting field subject to the
whims of human agency, have a structure that can be modeled. 

Even Johan Cruyff, the golden god of football romanticism (“Footballers
from the street are more important than trained coaches”), understood the
power of simple numerical accretion on the football pitch: coincidence, he
famously said, is logical. But data in sport is not the whole solution. It exists
to serve the team; the team does not serve the data. Sport will remain this
way for years to come, even as the use of analytics mushrooms. Fun things
will happen on the field of play. Individual brilliance will shine undimmed.
Patterns will emerge then fall away. Coaching fashions will come and go.
The fans will keep arguing. The nerds will keep nerding. The meatheads will
pass into history.

Since you're here...

… we have a small favour to ask. More people, like you, are reading and
supporting the Guardian s̓ independent, investigative journalism than ever
before. And unlike many news organisations, we made the choice to keep
our reporting open for all, regardless of where they live or what they can
afford to pay.

The Guardian will engage with the most critical issues of our time – from the
escalating climate catastrophe to widespread inequality to the influence of
big tech on our lives. At a time when factual information is a necessity, we
believe that each of us, around the world, deserves access to accurate
reporting with integrity at its heart.

https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/how-shoddy-statistics-found-a-home-in-sports-research/
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Our editorial independence means we set our own agenda and voice our
own opinions. Guardian journalism is free from commercial and political bias
and not influenced by billionaire owners or shareholders. This means we
can give a voice to those less heard, explore where others turn away, and
rigorously challenge those in power.

We hope you will consider supporting us today. We need your support to
keep delivering quality journalism that s̓ open and independent. Every
reader contribution, however big or small, is so valuable. Support The
Guardian from as little as $1 – and it only takes a minute. Thank you.


